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ABSTRACT. Given a triangle and the directed x-rays generated by two sources, it is possible that a
second convex body exists that shares the same x-rays as the triangle. This paper investigates the
boundary points of the potential second convex body.

1. INTRODUCTION

Given a convex body and two sources of directed x-rays, if a convex body lies on the line
connecting those two sources, then that convex body can be uniquely determined. However, if the
convex body does not lie on that line, then uniqueness of the convex body is unknown. Gardner
[3] conjectured that if the convex body is a polygon, then it can be uniquely determined by two
sources, but if the convex body is not a polygon, then it can not be uniquely determined.

Fithian [2] investigated the case of a triangle. By placing vertices at the intersections of rays
from the two sources, he showed that for all cases except one,no second convex body could exist
with the same x-ray data as the triangle.

In the remaining case, if a second convex body, which will be dubbed a ”shadow body” does
exist, then it will have known vertices. By using these vertices and the x-ray data, additional points
on the boundary of the shadow body can be found. This paper explores these additional boundary
points.

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Definition 2.1. The directed x-rayof a set K with respect to an x-ray source p is the function
XpK : [0,2π] → R given by

Xp(φ) = XpK(φ) =
R ∞

0 XK(t(cos(φ),sin(φ))+ p)dt

for 0≤ θ ≤ 2π, whereXK is the characteristic function of K.

Since this paper will be dealing with convex bodies of uniform density, the directed x-ray can
be interpreted as the length of intersection of the ray at angle φ from source p and the convex body
K.

Definition 2.2. Let thenear-siderp(φ) andfar-sideRp(φ) of a directed x-ray be the first and second
points of intersection, respectively, between the ray r= (φ) and the boundary of the convex body.
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FIGURE 1. Vertex Possibilities [4]

It will be useful to extend the line segments composing the triangle and define an extension of
the x-ray function to give a negative value for rays outside the triangle.

Definition 2.3. With polar coordinates centered at p, let

Y(φ) := distance from p to lf along rayφ - distance from p to ln along rayφ,

where lf is the line connecting p3 and p4 (the extension of the far side of the triangle) and ln is the
line connecting p4 and p8 (the extension of the bottom side of the triangle, which is the near side
near p4) whenφ ≤ α2, and ln is the line connecting p3 and p8 whenφ ≥ α2.

Note thatY(φ) = X(φ) for α1≤ φ ≤ α3. Also note thatY(φ) is negative forφ ≥ α3 andφ ≤ α1.

Theorem 2.4. ([4] Theorem 2.8) Let K be a convex body, p a point source, and∂K the boundary
of K. Suppose lp(φ0) intersects the interior of K. Then XpK is not differentiable atφ = φ0 if and
only if at least one of the intersection points of lp(φ0) and∂K is a nonsmooth point of∂K.

Using this theorem, it is possible to locate the vertices of ashadow body, as they must be at the
intersections of rays intersecting the vertices of the triangle. Thus, it is possible to find all possible
combinations of the vertices of the triangle and the vertices of the shadow body by analyzing Figure
1.

Fithian eliminated all possible combinations of triangle vertices and shadow body vertices, ex-
cept for the one shown in Figure 2.

This paper will label the vertices as shown in Figure 2. In particular, the bottom vertex of
the shadow body will frequently be referred to asp7. Also note that this triangle need not be
symmetric. However, for simplicity, all triangles explored further in this paper will be symmetric.

All numerical computations in this paper were done using Maple, with 80 significant digits,
except for brief testing with a higher number of digits, which showed no significant deviation from
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FIGURE 2. The Remaining Case [4]

results with only 80 digits (as opposed to 100 digits). Due tothe length of such numbers, not all
80 digits for each number will be listed.

3. BOUNDARY POINTS

Since the vertices of the shadow body are known, by using the x-ray data, a pointΓ1
1, a boundary

point on the shadow body, can be found as shown in Figure 3. From Γ1, another pointΓ2 can be
found by repeating this process. This process can be reiterated, generating a sequenceΓ j . Let Γ0
be the pointp2.

To investigate this, a procedure was written to fix the x-ray sources, the lower two vertices of the
triangle, and the x-coordinate of the top vertexp3. Then the y-coordinate of the top vertex would
be tested over a range of values, and the resultingΓ j were examined.

This procedure uses three tests for eachΓ j , given sufficiently large j. The first two test whether
or not a shadow body with theseΓ j might be convex.

Lemma 3.1. Given j≥ 4, Γ j−4 and Γ j−2 of the near side of the shadow body, if the boundary
pointΓ j lies below the line connectingΓ j−4 andΓ j−2, then the shadow body can not be convex.

Lemma 3.2. Given j≥ 2, Γ j−2 on the near side of the shadow body, if the boundary pointΓ j lies
above the line connectingΓ j−2 and p7, then the shadow body can not be convex.

These two lemmas can be proven trivially by using Figure 4. IfΓ j fails these two tests, then
clearly a body with these points on its boundary can not be convex.

1Instead of using the notation found in Fithian and Miller’s work, this paper will refer toΓ asΓ1, andΓ(k), wherek
is the number of primes, will be referred to asΓk+1.
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FIGURE 3. Method of Obtaining Boundary Points of the Shadow Body [4]

FIGURE 4. Convexity Tests

The third test checks whether or not the shadow body with these Γ j will have the same x-ray
data as the triangle. Although it is an obvious result, it is still useful.

Lemma 3.3. If a boundary pointΓ j lies below either the line connecting source p and the bottom
vertex, or the line connecting source q and the bottom vertex, then the shadow body containingΓ j
will not have the same x-ray data as the triangle.

If Γ j passes these three tests, then the procedure findsΓ j+1, and reiterates the process.

Numerical ResultsAs the y-coordinate of the top vertex became more precise (more digits were
used), moreΓ j could be found before the convexity tests failed. This result was observed for all
triangles tested.

With x-ray sources at (0,0) and (2,0), the triangle investigated most extensively had vertices at
(0.5,1),(1.5,1), and (1,y), wherey is the y-coordinate being varied. Withy = 6.14057, 8 points
were found before convexity failed. Withy = 6.14057002249847462803781966780 (30 digits),
24 points were found before convexity failed.
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FIGURE 5. A Triangle withΓ j Mapped for 1≤ j ≤ 50

With y = 6.140570022498474628037819667802321182968194400288693049655 (58 digits),
36 points were found. For the rest of this paper, unless stated otherwise, the triangle referenced for
calculations will be the triangle with vertices as above andthis y-coordinate for the top vertex.

In all triangles tested, theΓ j became closer to the bottom vertex as j increased. Furthermore, if
the procedure were allowed to continue after convexity failed, and negative x-rays were allowed
(by usingY(φ), then theΓ j continued to approach the bottom vertex for several iterations. For
example, where convexity failed at the 36nd point,Γ50 came the closest to the bottom vertex.
Table 1 shows the distance fromΓ j to the bottom vertexp7. Note that this point comes within
4∗10−25 of the bottom vertex. Figure 5 showsΓ j in relation to the triangle for 1≤ j ≤ 50.

However, for j > 50, the distance betweenΓ j and the bottom vertex increased as j increased.
The distances as theΓ j approached the bottom vertex seemed to follow a pattern. Similarly, the
distances as theΓ j moved away from the bottom vertex seemed to follow a pattern.

A similar result to the above occurred when only 40 digits were used in the y-coordinate of the
top vertex. The next section will explore the patterns behind theΓ j .

One final result that will be useful for the next section is to determine the tangent lines at the
bottom vertex. Since the system is horizontally symmetric,let O be the point reflection point
halfway between sources p and q.

Theorem 3.4. ([4] Theorem 5.1) Following Figure 6 the interior angle,α, of the one tangent lines
at a vertex is found by solving the following equation forα:

d(a,O)sin(2α)
cos(φ)(cos(2α)+cos(2φ)) −X′

p(φ) = 0

For the particular triangle investigated here, the equation in Theorem 3.4 has two solutions.
One gives a positive interior angleα = 0.6591177145, the other a negative interior angleα =
-1.239201637. These will be explored in the next section.
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j d(Γ j , p7)
1 0.75187021005992378512735928227
2 0.24730378668048684462327262036
3 0.080396781094208697317266765181
4 0.025826628734197907850144798453
5 0.0082557731266454838820742173126
6 0.0026345804424642590338546506041
...

35 1.05991422566674421445911653911∗10−17

36 3.37964016077021332165155521931∗10−18

37 1.07763131578935222742478709782∗10−18

38 3.43613283523382160645991516610∗10−19

...
43 1.13257939066205755924011607350∗10−21

44 3.61133977136343461234752600661∗10−22

45 1.15151217586583391008023657143∗10−22

46 3.67167238487281115501969736601∗10−23

47 1.17086409475100350708048788354∗10−23

48 3.72980766894965778727475325537∗10−24

49 1.20101566747478429450704441616∗10−24

50 3.60023878893501093677851594937∗10−25

51 3.72038245810735444856700522864∗10−25

52 9.76223880189444302873183515946∗10−25

53 3.10237661336586624818561580900∗10−24

54 9.71585114046113533450046558962∗10−24

...
65 2.80504660993156713595173620944∗10−18

66 8.79711645054889109029948092753∗10−18

67 2.75892947983513474616815879223∗10−17

68 8.65248506995543818386857389054∗10−17

...
96 0.00686367885486304004442771551336
97 0.0214836140162425986744239485995
98 0.0678103423812957591429452766711
99 0.209015420100344738000110601892

100 0.711381883249611836564870138506
TABLE 1. The Distance fromΓ j to p7
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FIGURE 6. Calculation of Tangent Lines in Symmetric Case [4]

4. STABLE MANIFOLD THEOREM

Here, we attempt to analyze what is occurring near the bottomvertex by using the stable mani-
fold theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Stable Manifold TheoremLet k≥ 1, U open, f: U → R2 with v a fixed point of f .
Furthermore, assume that f is Ck for k≥ 2. Suppose that the eigenvalues of the differential d f(v)
are µ,λ, with |µ| < 1 and|λ|> 1. Let Es,Eu be the eigenspace corresponding to µ,λ, respectively.
Then there is some neighborhood U′ of v, U′ ⊂U such that the local stable manifold for v in U′,

Ws(p,U ′, f ) = {x ε U ′ : f j(x) → v as j→ ∞}
is a Ck curve that is tangent to Es (Here f j denotes the j-fold composition of f with itself). More
precisely, U′ may be chosen so that in U′ the stable manifold has the form

Ws(v,U ′, f ) = {v+ tuµ+s(t)uλ,−r < t < r} where

uµ,uλ are unit eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues µ,λ respectively, and s(t) is a Ck

function satisfying s(0) = s′(0) = 0.

Now we proceed to apply this theorem. Consider the general case of a symmetric triangle.
Let p,q be at(0,0),(2a,0) respectively. Due to symmetry, we can definef using only one source.
Let

F1(r,φ) := ((r −Y(φ),φ),

whereY(φ) is the extended x-ray function described in section 2. Here,it is clear thatF1(p7) = p7.
In this case, it is advantageous to use rectangular coordinates centered at p. As such, we may write
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F1(x,y) := ((r −Y(φ))cos(φ),(r −Y(φ))sin(φ)).

Now letF2 be the map that reflects across the vertical line through the bottom vertexp7. Thus,

F2(x,y) := (−x+2a,y)

Note that this map also fixes the bottom vertexp7, asp7 has x-coordinatea.
Consider the composite mapf := F2 ·F1. Then,

f (x,y) = ((Y(φ)− r)cos(φ)+2a,(r −Y(φ))sin(φ)

It is necessary to computed f(p7). Let L be the distance fromp to p7, and letp7 have rectangular
coordinates(a,h). Let α1 be the angle of elevation of the ray from source p through the bottom
vertex of the shadow body. Sincep7 has polar coordinates(L,α1), we have

cos(α1) = a
L ,sin(α1) = h

L .

By the chain rule, we have
∂ fi
∂x j

= ∂ fi
∂r

∂r
∂x j

+ ∂ fi
∂φ

∂φ
∂x j

Sincer =
√

x2
1 +x2

2 andtan(φ) = x2
x1

, we have

∂r
∂x1

(p7) = a
L = cos(α1),

∂r
∂x2

(p7) = h
L = sin(α1)

∂φ
x1

(p7) = − h
a2 cos2(α1) = −sin(α1)

L , ∂φ
x2

(p7) = cos2(α1)
a = cos(α1)

L .

Furthermore, we have
∂ f1
∂r (p7) = −cos(α1),

∂ f1
∂φ (p7) = −Y′(α1)cos(α1),

∂ f2
∂r (p7) = −sin(α1),

∂ f2
∂φ (p7) = −Y′(α1)sin(α1)

Combining these, we have

d f(p7) =

(

−1− Y′(α1)sin(2α1)
2L

Y′(α1)cos2(2α1)
L

Y′(α1)sin2(2α1)
L 1− Y′(α1)sin(2α1)

2L

)

Note that det(d f(p7)) =−1, and trace(d f(p7)) =−Y′(α1)sin(2α1)
L . SinceY′(α1) > 0 andsin(2α1) >

0, we can compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be

λ =
Y′(α1)sin(2α1)−

√
Y′(α1)2sin2(2α1)+4L2

2L < −1

0 < µ<
Y′(α1)sin(2α1)+

√
Y′(α1)2sin2(2α1)+4L2

2L < 1
ωµ = (2Y′(α1)cos2(α1),2L+

√

Y′(α1)2sin2(2α1)+4L2),
ωλ = (2Y′(α1)cos2(α1),2L−

√

Y′(α1)2sin2(2α1)+4L2).

Thus, the stable manifold theorem is applicable here.
From here, the vectors at which theΓ j approach and move away from the bottom vertex can be

compared to these eigenvectors. Furthermore, if these lie on or near the stable manifold, then the
distance between these points and the bottom vertex will decrease by a factor that agrees withµ to
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several digits, as j increases. Similarly, if these points lie on or near the unstable manifold, then
the distance between these points and will increase by a factor that agrees withλ as j increases.

Numerical Computation Again, consider the triangle with vertices at(0.5,1), (1.5,1), and
(1,6.14057002...), with the full 58 digits in the top vertex’s y-coordinate. The eigenvalues are
µ = 0.3188597793037675464, andλ = −3.1361747856173853782. If theseΓ j lie on the stable
manifold, then the ratiod(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7) should approachµ as j increases. If they lie on the
unstable manifold, then this ratio should approachλ.

Now consider Table 2. As shown in the table, for 1≤ j ≤ 7, this ratio is decreasing towardµ.
This pattern continues for j between 8 and 32. When j = 33,d(Γ34, p7)/d(Γ33, p7) < µ. Then,
for j ≥ 34,d(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7) becomes greater thanµ, and begins increasing. This implies that
theseΓ j could be near the stable manifold.

However, as j increases above 50,d(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7) starts approaching−λ, with this ratio
being closest to−λ when j = 66. It appears that now theseΓ j may be near the unstable manifold.
This could explain why theseΓ j start moving away from the bottom vertex for j≥ 50.

Now consider the eigenvectors:ωµ = (5.078986857,6.556135611), and
ωλ = (5.078986857,−1.748733910). These have slopes of 1.290835317 and -.3443076266, re-
spectively. The slope of the eigenvector corresponding toµ agrees with the slope of the tangent
line with a positive interior angle computed earlier, up to more than 20 digits(up to horizontal re-
flection). Similarly, the other tangent line agree with the eigenvector corresponding to the unstable
manifold, up to more than 20 digits (again, up to horizontal reflection).

Now consider Table 3. Table 3 shows the slope generated by theline containingΓ j andΓ j+2
for even j (note thatΓ j and Γ j+2 will lie on the same side of the vertex). For the values of j
whered(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7) agrees withµ for several digits, this slope agrees with the slope of the
eigenvectorωµ for several digits as well (up to 15 digits). Similarly, for the values of j whereΓ j
agrees withλ for several digits, this slope agrees with the slope ofωλ.

This indicates that when theΓ j are getting closer to the bottom vertex as j increases, they do so
with a slope that agrees with that of the stable manifold to several digits (as many as 15, depending
on j). As they start moving away from the bottom vertex, they do so at a slope that agrees with the
unstable manifold to several digits (again, as many as 15, depending on j).

Figure 7 illustrates the path along which theΓ j approach the bottom vertex. When theΓ j
approach the bottom vertex, they do so along a path near the stable manifolds. However, as theΓ j
get close to the bottom vertex, they start to veer off. As seenin Figure 8, this occurs along a path
near the unstable manifold. These points must not be on the stable manifold.

A similar result occurred when the top vertex’s y-coordinate was only given to about 30 digits,
as well as when it was given to about 40 digits. It appears thatthis result will probably still occur
if the top vertex is determined to any sufficiently large, finite number of digits.

It appears as though the method of perturbing the top vertex will not generate a triangle such that
theΓ j will lie on the stable manifold. Perhaps, if it could be shownthat when using this method
of perturbing the top vertex, the top vertex approaches somelimit, then theΓ j of the triangle with
the top vertex at that limit might lie on the stable manifold.Unfortunately, at least for this class of
triangles, no such limit is apparent.
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FIGURE 7. The Approach ofΓ16 ThroughΓ20 to the Bottom Vertex, Along the
Stable Manifolds
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FIGURE 8. Γ90 ThroughΓ95 Moving Away from the Bottom Vertex, Along the
Unstable Manifolds
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j d(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7)
1 0.32891818743660135415504922772
2 0.32509320691510580729704535745
3 0.32123958674333422449237318586
4 0.31966127718844453676310441172
5 0.31911977255784298113927759540
6 0.31894313374609126235247386521
7 0.31888640383792187677484162922
...

32 0.31885977930376755721231025559
33 0.31885977930376754535739388065
34 0.31885977930376759025719459518

...
43 0.31886014192075384741984831519
44 0.31885621291021442817972717790
45 0.31889487230390106952302428755
46 0.31851611063444204757248076751
47 0.32238302738062827136505664303
48 0.29901833465134494609128481125
49 1.13201103407374568112582956233
50 2.68026886224759902591596843776
51 3.17375400890557452386744224860
52 3.13220670051830416516855789988
53 3.13657676677160144277129111715
54 3.13613390040583912954861567306

...
65 3.13617478561738586003285111285
66 3.13617478561738535626479658144
67 3.13617478561738529601239786271

...
96 3.15881480222100958583880858374
97 3.07704577599248401107008789223
98 3.44556032037360128529436038441
99 4.64180661070924982487118233065

100 0.33145637788704461007639954155
TABLE 2. The Ratio of the Distance fromΓ j+1 to p7 to the Distance fromΓ j to p7

5. CONCLUSION

For triangles where theΓ j approach the unstable manifold, it is very unlikely that a convex
shadow body exists. Thus, if there exists a triangle with a convex shadow body, then it will be
necessary that theseΓ j lie on the stable manifold of the bottom vertex.
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j Slope
4 1.53605376069297732179908222577
6 1.31434068956477590171923600637
8 1.29321094161061048182870298223

10 1.29107670440419643942156955561
12 1.29085985794024691032526638142

...
32 1.29083531724269475238533831419

...
64 -.344307626582654315624033057647
66 -.344307626625240225559158182059

TABLE 3. The Slope of the Line ContainingΓ j+2 andΓ j

There are several methods that may produce such a triangle. With the procedure used in this
paper, the y-coordinate of the top vertex appeared to approach some limit as the number of points
that passed the convexity tests increased, and the sequenceof Γ j passed closer to the bottom vertex.
While the exact value of the limit is not very clear with this triangle, this is one method that could
be explored.

The relation betweenΓ j andΓ j+1 could be explored. In particular, it may be possible to find a
triangle could be found such thatd(Γ j+1, p7)/d(Γ j , p7) is less than 1 for sufficiently large j.

Even if a shadow body does exist for a triangle, it is still necessary to determine whether or not
this shadow body is convex. The tangent lines at eachΓ j would provide insight toward whether or
not the shadow body is convex. It would be useful to investigate these tangent lines.

These are all topics for future research.
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